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Abstract

This essay delineates the respectful relationship and the historical works between W. E. B. Du Bois and Joel Augustus Rogers, and thus, it takes a look at how Du Bois and Rogers’ historical and political thoughts about each other evolved and how their historical writings challenged racist Western historical thought. The essay also seeks to raise the question of what it was like to write and research Africana historical research without funds from institutions or philanthropists that did not give money towards certain type of historical works that challenged status quo Western historiography. In addition, it also raise the question what was it like to conduct Africana archival research or write Africana history in era when the British and American academy did not find viable the need to teach or research African history.

“Now Toynbee’s word carries great weight. He’s often called the world’s greatest living historian. Yet there are numerous facts to disprove him.”1

Joel Augustus Rogers, Pittsburgh Courier, 1952

I am quite frank: I do not pretend to “love” white people. I think that as a race they are the most selfish of any on earth. I think that the history of the world for the last thousand years proves this beyond doubt, and it is more than proven today by the Salvation Army tactics of Toynbee and his school of history. Current history has tried desperately to ignore Africa and its contribution to civilization. Honesty and clarity in historical writing and research is certainly gaining, but it has not prevented the study of Negro history.2
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Introduction

This work provides an introduction to the Complementary Africana Historical Scholarship of W. E. B. Du Bois (1868-1963) and Joel Augustus Rogers (1880-1966) via their mutual admiration. Du Bois was a sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, Pan-Africanist, author, writer and editor, while Rogers was an author, journalist, historian wherein his research spanned the fields of history, sociology, and anthropology. Hence, this work will illustrate why Du Bois praised Rogers for his research and popularizing the historic contributions of people of African descent in Africa and throughout the African world. Rogers expressed much respect for Du Bois’ scholarship in *World’s Great Men of Color, Vol. II* (1947) and Du Bois’ validation of Rogers’ writing in 1924 became a prolegomenon to what he wrote about Rogers in 1947.

Hence, Rogers was very grateful that Du Bois endorsed his scholarship; and during the early 1950s, when Du Bois was persecuted by the U.S. Government, Rogers through his *Pittsburgh Courier* column “Rogers Says” came to Du Bois’ defense against charges of him being subversive and un-American; and much more. Specifically, in four themes, this work will engage Du Bois and Rogers in relationship to (1) Du Bois’ eventual recognition of Rogers’ novel *From Superman to Man* (1917) in 1924, (2) Rogers’ courageous public defense of Du Bois against U.S. government harassment and persecution, (3) Du Bois and Rogers answer to Arnold J. Toynbee’s falsification of African history, and (4) their collective effort to work against the lack of interest in Africa and belief in ingenuity of people of African descent.3

---

On July 20, 1946, *The Chicago Defender* reported that a number of writers had gathered in the library of Lewis H. Michaux’s National Memorial Bookstore in Harlem, New York to honor the appearance of Shirley Graham’s biography about Paul Robeson, entitled *Paul Robeson: Citizen of the World* (1946). At this invitation only event, the names of W.E.B Du Bois (1868-1963), Carl Van Vechten (1880-1964), Bucklin Moon (1911-1984), Dr. Lawrence D. Reddick (1910-1995) along with others lauded Graham for her new book about Robeson; which was timely because Robeson would soon be persecuted by the United States government for his support of the decolonization of Africa, and for being suspected of being a member of the Communist Party. At this gathering *The Chicago Defender* also mentioned that the Africana historian and *Pittsburgh Courier* journalist Joel Augustus Rogers (1880-1966) attended and congratulated Graham (in 1951 became Du Bois’ second wife: Shirley Graham-Du Bois).

---
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Rogers book *World’s Great Men of Color: 3000 B.C. to 1946 A.D Volume I* appeared during the same year, and he had during his lifetime previously to Graham’s celebration, traveled extensively throughout the United States, Europe, and North Africa to conduct historical and biographical Africana research. Prior to 1946, Rogers had conducted more personal international archival Africana historical based research than any other person of African descent during his lifetime; Rogers was able to uncover valuable obscure historical facts and popularizing Africana history from antiquity to the modern era (history covering Africa, Asia, and the Western hemisphere). Rogers without any research assistants or any institutional financial support, spent over forty years conducting research visiting famous museums, libraries, art galleries, antiquarian bookstores, cathedrals, and mosques. The tenacity Rogers showed in conducting research was impeccable and on par with any academic twentieth historians who had research assistants to help them with their scholarship.4

In looking back at Graham’s celebration at the National Memorial Bookstore, it is quite interesting that two of the most celebrated twentieth century Africana historian-intellectuals to write pioneering and prominent history were brought together in celebration of a work about Robeson. Although Rogers or Du Bois appear to have never have mentioned publically in their own writings about if they had ever spoke to each other at the event, it would not be unreasonable to assume that they did not speak to each other considering that they both shared the same interest about the writing of Africana history that revealed how the different life experiences of people of Black African descent in Africa (especially Africa south of the Sahara) and throughout the African Diaspora were intertwined with Europe and Asia, from antiquity down through the modern era. It is amazing that both Du Bois and Rogers were present at the same event in 1946, because respectively, it was during that era that both worked on and produced some the most influential scholarship about people of African descent that has stood the test of time in the historiography of Africana history and biography.5

Du Bois’ *The World and Africa: An Inquiry Into The Part Which Africa Has Played In World History* was published in January 1947, and is without a doubt one of the most important pieces of scholarship in re-conceptualizing the historical relationship and image of Africa in relation to world history produced in the twentieth century. Du Bois’ work complemented Rogers’ magnum opus two volume *World’s Great Men of Color: 3000 B.C. to 1946 A.D.* (1946-47) which also does the same thing through the writing of biographical figures in Africa and throughout the African world. Du Bois wrote and revised *The World and Africa* between 1945-1946, and it is in this work that he praised Rogers for his research and for popularizing the contributions of people of Black and Brown skinned people of African descent in Africa, and throughout world.6
I have learned much from James {sic} A. Rogers. Rogers is an untrained American Negro writer who has done his work under great difficulty without funds and at much personal sacrifice. But no man living has revealed so many important facts about the Negro race as has Rogers. His mistakes are many and background narrow, but he is a true historical student.7

According to Rogers, after Du Bois made this statement, he was attacked by an unnamed African American scholar who was more than likely so Westernized in his conceptualization of history that he could not fathom that Du Bois would appreciated the tireless research Rogers did throughout his life in excavating unknown historical and biographical information about people of African descent in Africa, Europe, Asia, and throughout the Western Hemisphere. In reflecting back about conducting historical research, Rogers said, “When Dr. W. E. B. Du Bois said years ago that ‘no man had revealed so many important facts about the Negro’ as myself, he was attacked by a certain Negro scholar.” This statement was made in reference to Du Bois in relation to explaining how careful and meticulous he tried to research and write Africana history.8

Thus, it is the contention of this Africana historian that many American intellectuals today really don’t think about consciously or unconsciously; or try to understand the hardships that many African American historians had to endure in order to conduct archival research in the United States during the first part of the twentieth century. The frustration and hardship of being denied access to archival primary sources, or at best limited time if allowed at all in conducting research at leading repositories, museums, museum reading rooms, and libraries throughout America has not been given its due attention by past or present scholars. Furthermore, scholars such as Rogers, Du Bois, and other Black historians often did archival research without any institutional or very limited support that many leading American scholars receive today. The fact that due to virulent American racial segregation aimed at crippling African Americans aspirations, both men did not always have the privilege of unrestricted access to special collections at various prominent libraries at Ivy League universities or prestigious liberal arts colleges, and thus, it is amazing that they accomplished the type of pioneering quality research they did during their lifetime.9

What Du Bois admired about Rogers is his urgency to counter early twentieth century scholarly racism concerning the writing of history without any institutional financial support. The thought of waiting for outside funding was not a luxury or option for most African American historians or intellectuals committed to race advancement during the first part of the twentieth century. If Rogers waited around to get external funding for the type of Africana archival research he conducted about Black African descent world biography or race-mixing which was not in vogue in the academy, it would have never been accomplished.
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In 1950, Rogers reflected back about the independence to write history; he believed that prestigious politics against the type of history he wrote, determined who received money from the Julius Rosenwald Fund in comparison to other prominent scholars who received funding:

The foundation replied (I have the letter somewhere), that it didn’t give money for what I was doing. The same year, however, it gave $1,000 to one of its Negro favorites for a vacation in Japan. Please note I’m not kicking. I’m glad I didn’t get it, because I gained strength, not to mention independence, by being on my own. I’ve been carrying on for thirty five years without white support. I’ve dug up my material, assembled it, published it, and sold it to pay the printer. The Carnegie Institution gave Gunnar Myrdal $209,000 for preparation of his “American Dilemma.” And he had a host of helpers. My “World’s Great Men of Color, 3000 B.C. to 1946, A.D.,” which I hold is a bigger undertaking, I did alone. While Myrdal’s is largely opinion, mine is historical research through tens of thousands of books and articles. There was also vast research on the portraits, some 150 of them. And I hold that my book has greater ultimate social value. Treating as it does of the deeds of great Negroes, 200 of them, it is a sort of Plutarch, whose “Lives” have been an inspiration for 2000 years. Yet the white critics ignored my book and because they did, snooty Negro scholas {sic} did, too. The same was true, too, of my “Sex and Race” (Three Volumes) which I did alone and published myself, and which used as and authority in the printed brief to the Supreme Court in jim crow on dining cars. Now get this straight. I’m not complaining. I love my work. One must when one carries on in any field with financial reward for thirty-five years. But due principally to letters from, and interviews with, Negro students and youths, I feel that something must be done to lift Negro history from the low level to which it is being held.10

What is even more remarkable about Rogers’ research is the amount of personal sacrifice, time, and personal financial expenses he put into conducting tri-continental research without any paid research assistants. Furthermore, Rogers to the best of his ability was very meticulous in finding unexposed Africana archival sources that he needed to write Sex & Race Volumes I, II, III (1940-1944): World’s Great Men of Color, Volumes I & II (1946-1947); Nature Knows No Color Line (1952); and other notable writings that included his journalism for African American newspapers such as the Pittsburgh Courier, New York Amsterdam News, Philadelphia Tribune, Baltimore Afro-American, and the Norfolk Journal, between 1923-1966.11

In answering some American scholars (that included closed minded African American academics) that tried to dishonestly exaggerate and persuade public opinion that Rogers claimed that virtually everything of importance in society or anyone of great stature in world history was African or had African DNA in their ancestry, Rogers countered that the history he wrote corrected “Nordic” imperialist history.

186
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Nordic writers have been claiming for so long everybody and every people—black and white—have ever done anything worthwhile as white that when the Negro historian tries to get the facts straight, he is regarded as a liar or an imbecile. It is as if someone, who has been wearing a suit of yours so long that one day when you try to put it on, he not only calls you a thief but has the world believing you one.  

In addition, Rogers in *Sex And Race: Why White And Black Mix In Spite Of Opposition, Volume III*, emphasized the tremendous effort he went through to find archival sources that were ignored or never found by American and European scholars who tried to manipulate and criticize his work as not worthy or scholarly, this was contextualized alongside his views about the famous British Historian Arnold J. Toynbee:

> To get those little known facts I have traveled tens of thousands of miles in many lands; consulted books and printed matter so vast in number that were I try to say how many I would sound like a Munchausen; visited the leading museums of many of the civilized lands, and engaged in research in their libraries and ever going to great pains to get my facts as humanly correct as possible. In short, I felt I have looked into books and dug up buried knowledge that many college professors or doctors of philosophy do not know exist…

Du Bois’ own analysis about the propaganda of “Nordic” history definitely aligned with Rogers’ assessment of the writing of Africana and World history when he wrote the preface to *Black Folk Then and Now: An essay In the History and Sociology of the Negro Race* (1939). Du Bois clearly understood the power and influence that canonical Western historians possessed in shaping the imagination of Africa, and especially the image of African people south of the Sahara. In an unapologetic historical analysis of writing history, Du Bois railed:

> I do not for a moment doubt that my Negro descent and narrow group culture have in many cases predisposed me to interpret my facts too favorably for my race; but there is little danger of long misleading here, for the champions of white folks are legion. The Negro has long been the clown of history; the football of anthropology; and the slave of industry. I am trying to show here why these attitudes can no longer be maintained. I realize that the truth of history lies not in the mouths of partisans but rather in the calm Science that sits between. Her cause I seek to serve, and wherever I fail, I am at least paying Truth the respect of earnest effort.  

187
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In direct contrast to Du Bois’ admiration for Rogers’ research and writings, Rogers expressed much respect for Du Bois’ scholarship when he stated in *World’s Great Men of Color, Vol. II* (1947) that Du Bois was the first African American to “write books of scholarly merit.” Rogers’ statement about Du Bois’ writings is without a doubt valid concerning the race problem in America in relation to civil and human rights and is especially on point concerning the writing of world history. Rogers asserted, “His writings are rich in poetic quality and emotional appeal and in ecstasy, indignation, and biting sarcasm. His logic is often irresistible and he is at all times a superb master of the English language.”15

**W. E. B. Du Bois Coming Late to J. A. Rogers’ *From Superman* in 1924**

Rogers’ life-long admiration and acquaintance with Du Bois extended back to at least 1924. In 1917, when Rogers self-published his first book/novel *From Superman to Man (FSM)* while living in Chicago, he sent copies to leading African American intellectuals to read. While some scholars initially responded to Rogers’ literary racial chef-d'oeuvre that dealt with vindication of the inferiority of Black people against early twentieth century white supremacist thought. Unfortunately, Rogers never heard back from Du Bois and must have felt snubbed because Du Bois initially was one of the leading intellectuals that never replied back to inform him what he may have thought of the novel. In 1923, Du Bois received a letter from James A. Reeves of Seton Hill College that stated. “It is a pleasure to send you under separate cover a copy of J. A. Rogers’ ‘From Superman to Man.’” Based on this very brief letter; Reeves had mentioned *FSM* to Du Bois earlier when they met in Pittsburgh. One could make the argument that by 1923, Du Bois should have read *FSM* since it did receive enough attention between Black intellectuals, Black radicals, and white liberals living in Chicago and New York City. For example, the Caribbean-born New York Black radical Hubert H. Harrison (1883-1927) reviewed it multiple times in his booklet, *When Africa Awakes* 1920, and in Marcus Garvey’s newspaper the *Negro World* in 1920 and 1922. But apparently, Du Bois never read it. One month after Du Bois’ colleague Mary White Ovington (1865-1951) of the National Association of the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) gave a positive review of *FSM* for the *Philadelphia Tribune*. On June 23, 1924, Du Bois received a letter from L. F. Coles. This letter is very illuminating in the sense one had to wonder what Du Bois thought about it after he read it, and the fact that Reeves the year before had sent *FSM* to him to read, after more than likely in Pittsburgh telling Du Bois it was something he needed to read.16 Hence, Coles told Du Bois:
I have always looked upon you as a great leader and in fact as one of the most fearless, persistent and indefatigable champion of human rights, but I would shirk a wonderful duty were I to fail to call to your attention to the fact that Mr. Roger, wrote “Where {sic} [When] Nature Leads” a very remarkable book and later from “Superman to Man”, and I have yet to see any comment in the Crisis on these books. I have always thought it was your duty to apprize the public with information with reference to Negro literature, in fact, you should be the one to appraise it and to give that appraisement to the public. This you have failed to do for some reason best known to yourself. Some persons are foolish enough to believe that it is on an account of jealously, I do not hold this view, but I do believe the books are worthy of being mentioned in the Crisis.17

After FSM was serialized in the Pittsburg Courier and in the New York Amsterdam News in the month of August 1923, Du Bois finally in the September 1924 issue of The Crisis: A Record Of The Darker Races, let the world know what he thought of FSM:

J. A. Roger’s {sic} “From Superman to Man” has come to our attention much later than we could wish. Meantime the little book of one hundred and twenty-eight pages has had a wide circulation and much influence. It might be called “The Conversations of a Pullman Porter with His Various Passengers” The porter is running west from New York to California and shows wide reading and apt retort. The person who wants in small, compass, in good English and in attractive form, the arguments for the present Negro position, should buy read and recommend to his friends, “From Superman to Man.”18

Du Bois’ validation of Rogers’ writing in 1924 became a prelegomenon to what he wrote about Rogers in 1947. Rogers was very grateful that Du Bois endorsed the first book he ever wrote, and thus, he sent him a letter that explain the following. “May I express my warmest, thanks for your kind expression regarding my book. I know that this will go far toward giving it added circulation. I am sorry that the copy I sent to the Crisis in 1917 missed your notice. The book appeared in the month America entered the war, and in those stirring days a good many less important things escaped all respective our attentions.” Du Bois must have been very impressed with Rogers and for sure, he kept up with what Rogers published. For example, in 1938, Du Bois received a letter from M. L. Piatt of Sacramento, California, who asked about the names of famous men and women who had at least part “Negro” that were not living. In response, Du Bois referred Piatt to Rogers’ booklet World’s Greatest Men of African Descent (1931) and gave him Rogers’ home address to contact him.
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By this time in 1938, the fact that Du Bois gave Piatt who he did not know Rogers’ home address suggest that Rogers and Du Bois must have at least been very cordial with each other at that point, even if they did not interact with each often based on their own career demands, and it suggests that Du Bois thought Rogers’ biographical work along with World’s Greatest Men & Women of African Descent (1935) which was a working antecedent to his magnum opus World’s Great Men of Color worthy of reading.19


During the early 1950s, when Du Bois was persecuted by the U.S. Government, Rogers through his Pittsburgh Courier column “Rogers Says” came to Du Bois’ defense against charges of him being subversive and un-American. Rogers believed that Du Bois spent most of his life fighting injustices and worked toward promoting peace. It is here in these columns that Rogers revealed, “I base my belief on his writings, I have been reading him for forty years and have probably read him more than any other living writer.” Rogers’ belief in Du Bois is one of the reasons why Du Bois appreciated Rogers support in the Pittsburgh Courier during his U.S. Government harassment. In his autobiography, Du Bois explained the different responses of African Americans to the horrible dilemma he faced, and the fact most of African American leadership turned their backs on him or blamed him for being in the predicament he faced. Despite the very disappointing reaction, Du Bois said, “But beyond this, editors like Percival Prattis of the Pittsburgh Courier, Carl Murphy of the Afro-American, and columnists like Marjorie Mckenzie, J. A. Rogers, and others, showed a courage and real intellectual leadership which was lacking elsewhere.” Besides the open newspaper support by Rogers to defend Du Bois against unreasonable government provocation, Rogers also worked with New York (Harlem) Public School Teacher Alice Citron (1908-1988) of the National Committee and Associates of Peace Information Center to help defend Du Bois from intense U.S. Government persecution. Rogers’ public defense of Du Bois caught the attention of many Pittsburgh Courier readers. For example, J. P. Black of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania after congratulating Rogers said, “I have been wondering what has happened to the so-called leaders of our race like Walter White, A. Philip Randolph, Mary McLeod Bethune and Dr. Ralph Bunch and others. Do they not appreciate the tremendous sacrifice of Dr. Du Bois?”20

In his quest to research and write Africana history, Rogers mastered reading six different languages that included Germany, Spanish, Portugal, and French; he was sort of a Renaissance man; and a voracious reader who read world history, literature, art, music, etc. Yet, once again Rogers informed us that Du Bois was the only person living during his lifetime that he read the most in his life. “Dr. Du Bois, I’ve been reading him for forty-five years and throughout his writings I’ve found deep love for his native land.” This was a profound compliment to say the least. It would explain exactly one of the reasons why Du Bois was included in Rogers’ World Great Men of Color, Volume II a year after both men encountered each other in celebration of Graham’s biography about Robeson.
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In 1951, Rogers believed that the U.S. Government punished Du Bois for his earlier activism against white American racism and European colonialism in Africa. “One other thing that makes me feel Du Bois is being persecuted and that revenge is being sought for his activities of long before is that America is the home of propaganda for other lands.”  

In addition, to his activism, Rogers agreed with many other American intellectuals and activists during his era that Du Bois’ editorial and writings for the National Association for the Advancement of Colored Peoples’ organ *The Crisis: A Record of The Darker Races* was profound, militant, and stirred the spirit of manhood:

But he continued to speak out fearlessly. Under his able editorship, the *Crisis* became the first magazine of real merit among Negroes. And it was not only one of agitation. Its sub-title was: A Record of the Darker Races, and it lived up to it. It carried articles of historical and scientific information and excerpts of current opinion, native and foreign, on the race question, as well as portraits and illustrations. It gave light as well as heat and probably did more than any other Aframerican periodical or newspaper of its time to raise Negroes to a higher intellectual and more self-respecting level. In fact, no Negro publication of its time came near it in all-around worth. As edited by Du Bois from 1910 to 1933, it was the best all-round magazine of information on the Negro. There has been nothing like it since.

One can see the profound admiration that Rogers had for Du Bois when many of the African American intelligentsia turned their back on Du Bois and Robeson when they were persecuted by the U.S. Government for their association with the Communist Party; and most important their willingness not to be intimidated through the “life of the mind” to form their own ideological struggle against domestic and international white American imperialism. Unfortunately, for Rogers his support of Du Bois was questioned in 1925. Although, Rogers later in life acknowledge that he read Du Bois most of his life while living in America, there was a moment in time, he partially distanced himself from Du Bois while traveling to England in 1925. While working overseas as a journalist for the *Pittsburgh Courier* and *The New York Amsterdam News*, Rogers arrived in London and was told by a friend to his surprise that investigators from Scotland Yard were inquiring about his whereabouts. When Rogers voluntarily went to Scotland Yard, he was told by British inspector William Brust that he was being questioned about being a Bolshevik agent because of his alleged association with an unnamed individual in New York City. Through the *New York Amsterdam* News, Rogers revealed that he thought they were going to ask him about any African American Communists he may have known, or even the Jamaican Black nationalist Marcus Garvey (1887-1940), however, to his great surprise he was asked about Du Bois who he was told was a dangerous man. In reply to Brust, Rogers told him:
This, as I said, was news to me, for not only had I hitherto not regarded Du Bois as dangerous to white world domination, but the fact is that, although I lived not so many blocks away from him I have the slightest possible personal acquaintance with him. I am further associated with the Messenger, which opposes most of Du Bois’ policies.23

In 1925, it is interesting that Rogers told Brust that Du Bois was not a threat to white world domination, yet it was Du Bois original scholarship, committed activism towards democracy, and writings in the NAACP’s _The Crisis: A Record Of The Darker Races_ magazine that put many Europeans and white Americans on alert that he should be taken seriously concerning exposing racial hate and fighting for civil and human rights. This is what Rogers realized about Du Bois by 1947, in _World’s Great Men of Color, Volume II:_

His editorials in the _Crisis_ stirred the spirit of manhood in those Negroes capable of being stirred and made them militant. At the same time they drew the continuous fire of the white exploiters of the Negro in the South and their Northerner sympathizers and even of those white liberals who felt that Negroes ought to be less insistent on their rights and be more grateful to white America for all the good it was believed it had done for them.24

Interesting enough what Rogers did not write about in _World’s Great Men of Color II_ is that when he came back from Europe in 1925, he contacted Du Bois at the NAACP to ask to have an interview with him about his troubling experience at Scotland Yard. Although Du Bois wrote Rogers back that he would be glad to talk to him. It is not clear based on extant letters if they actually met with each other face to face. What is known is that Rogers wanted to write about his troubling experience with detectives at Scotland Yard in the _Crisis_. “There is more that I would like to add—for example to show that Scotland Yard so far as I know, did not suspect you of Communist activities.” Du Bois declined Rogers proposed article because it was too personal, and that other African American weeklies had covered the story. Du Bois, instead, wanted Rogers to write about “Europe and the black man or Europe and the colored races” which he felt the _Crisis_ readers would be more interested in.25

In 1951, Rogers perfectly understood and stated in the _Pittsburgh Courier_ that since the appearance of _The Suppression of the African Slave Trade_ (1896), Du Bois became the foremost champion of African American struggle in the United States; and like many other African Americans, he was an American citizen first fighting against aggressive white American racism that continuously tried to deny African Americans their humanity at every level of the federal government. Furthermore, Rogers explicitly stated, “For nearly sixty years Du Bois has carried gallantly on. Now at 83, he sees his goal no nearer.
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Some progress has been made as a result of his fight, but it has been little, and that little, like salt water, has made him thirstier.” Although Rogers did not personally endorse turning to Russia as an alternative to getting way from American racism, he knew that Du Bois accomplished all he could do in fighting white American racism. Rogers sympathized with Du Bois’ lifelong struggle to fight American domestic and international white supremacy. Furthermore, Rogers made a valid point when he put forth the follow analysis concerning what Du Bois could expect living in America towards the end of his life. “It must have been clear to him that even if he carries on to a hundred along the old lines, he can expect little. Frustrated, no doubt, he has been turning to Russia as a last hope.”26

Rogers must have been irate when at the age of eighty-three; Du Bois was handcuffed by Federal authorities. One can only speculate that the U.S. Government did that to humiliate and break the spirit of Du Bois, because of his political beliefs. Rogers believed that if Du Bois had went to prison, many Americans should have spoken out to support him:

Any imprisonment of Dr. Du Bois will be the last straw. If convicted, he will be guilty, as Mr. Prattis says, only “of a technical violation of one of the most malicious laws of our times.” I hope that every lover of right and justice will rally to the aid of one who has fought so long, so unflinchingly to help make this nation what it claims to be and is not.27

Today, many African-Americans, continental African intellectuals and activists, and progressive white liberals who understood what Du Bois symbolically stood for in American history concerning fighting for human rights; would seriously understand that the persecution of Du Bois for his political activism and intellect is without a doubt an infuriating embarrassing moment in American history. The fact, that the American government publicly humiliated Du Bois at the age of eighty-three in spite of the fact he fought for racial equality and democracy for African Americans and people of African descent in Africa and throughout the world is very disturbing. It was most disheartening and humiliating that Du Bois had to suffer this type of viscous U.S. Government harassment and racism so late in his life. In looking back at the totality of Du Bois’ life in America, Rogers raised the question of what type of life would he had led if he had been born in Europe. Would Du Bois have been concerned with other issues besides race? Is it possible Du Bois would have become an intellectual that could have he focused on other issues in life revolving around “the life of mind” concerning the arts, literature, history, or politics? Rogers believed that Du Bois would have been a great intellectual that would have achieved the highest honors in public life in Europe:
Du Bois is an able and cultured speaker and had he lived in France, he might have been awarded France’s highest intellectual honor—election to the French Academy. The American race problem is considered a minor issue in world affairs and those who devote themselves to its solution, as Du Bois, however great their ability, do not receive commanding recognition, except they play the game of the whites, as did Booker T. Washington. Had Alexander Dumas lived in America, he might have used his genius in attacking the race problem instead of concentrating on novels that brought him world fame. As it was, however, Du Bois attained enough prominence to make his work feared by the exploiting colonial powers in Africa.28

Du Bois’ revolutionary historical writings were not constrained only to modern economic, social or political problems that people of African descent in Africa or throughout the world faced through Western domination; but also to the maligned history about Africa to the present. The World and Africa is a perfect historical case-study of Du Bois’ mastery of reconciling the past to the present in making one think about the future of Africa. In addition, Du Bois throughout his life, through scholarship or public lectures, like Rogers was not afraid to expose bias or racist scholarship projected on Africa or her progeny throughout history. In the end, Rogers understood why Du Bois left the United States when he wrote in the Pittsburgh Courier in 1961, “If after 70 years of fighting Du Bois sees the old injustice triumphant, he can hardly be blamed if he feels it’s time for a change.”29

**Du Bois and Rogers Answer to Arnold J. Toynbee’s Falsification of African History**

In 1949, Du Bois received a letter from Isabel Aiken, a student at Bloomfield College in New Jersey that stated she read Arnold J. Toynbee’s A Study of History abridged version and could not accept his analysis that Black people had never made a positive contribution to any civilization. After speaking to her college professor, it was decided that she should do some research and write Toynbee, but also they both decided that she should write Du Bois first since they figured he may have already answered Toynbee’s scholarship. Apparently at that point, neither Aiken nor her college professor had ever read The World and Africa.30 Du Bois immediately responded to Aiken one week later, and his response is worth reading concerning Toynbee’s pedigree, and his view about Black people. Du Bois elucidated the following:
Naturally I do not agree with much he has written, but it is based on such wide reading and travel and is so voluminous that it is difficult for one who has not devoted himself very largely to his writings to venture any complete criticism. First of all, we know that Taynbee {sic} Toynbee is an Evangelical minister and his rather naïve, religious bias colors all of his work. This prevents him from being a real scientist. Vast conclusions, such as he reaches, cannot be based even upon the wide research which he has made. They can only be come to definitively when sociology is grown up; when we have had so thorough-going a system of study and measurement of the acts of men that we can approach something like scientific knowledge and the formulations of approximate laws governing or at least influencing the actions of men. Failing this, a man like Taynbee {sic} Toynbee can only come to conclusions which are colored by his up-bringing in England and his knowledge of white people and lack of knowledge of colored and black people. It is perfectly natural for him to assume that practically all civilizations and certainly the leading ones are white civilizations. I do not pretend to be as broad a student of history as Mr. Taynbee {sic} Toynbee, but his conclusions in that matter, seem to me, to be simply ridiculous and far beyond the clear facts.31

In The World and Africa, Du Bois mentioned concerning ancient Nile Valley civilization that “Arnold Toynbee’s Study of History definitely regarded Egyptian civilization as ‘white,’ or European! The Egyptians, however, regarded themselves as African. The Greeks looked upon Egypt as part of Africa not only geographically but culturally, and every fact of history and anthropology proves that the Egyptians were an African people varying no more from other African peoples…” Du Bois made it clear that the reason why a British historian like Toynbee could come to the conclusion he came to concerning the representation and writing of ancient Nile Valley civilization and African history was directly related to the European controlled international enterprise and African civilization rupture of the enslavement of West and Central African people by European slave-traders to the Americas.32 Hence, Du Bois wrote:

There can be but one adequate explanation of this vagary of nineteenth-century science: it was due to the slave trade and Negro slavery. It was due to the fact that the rise and support of capitalism called for rationalization based upon degrading and discrediting the Negroid peoples. It is especially significant that the science of Egyptology arose and flourished at the very time that the cotton kingdom reached its greatest power on the foundation of American Negro slavery. We may then without further ado ignore this verdict of history, widespread as it is, and treat Egyptian history as an integral part of African history.33
Both Du Bois and Rogers understood that many leading authorities of the early twentieth century did not comprehend Black African people in the Nile as innovators of civilization, nor did they even consider ancient Egypt as part of Africa. In Toynbee’s *A Study of History* his civilizational evaluation listing Egyptian civilization as “White (Mediterranean)” separated from rest of Africa became one of the strange paradox in human nature about African history that Du Bois articulated in *The World and Africa*. In a piece that supported Du Bois’ critique of Toynbee’s falsification of history concerning Africa, Rogers in 1954 wrote a column in the *Pittsburgh Courier* entitled “Rogers Says: Toynbee History Charge Is False.” In this piece Rogers criticized people who did not see the need of history in their own life; he wrote “There are those who will say, ‘What’s the use of history? Give me the here and now.” Rogers believed the highest form of ignorance that placed an individual’s thought close to an animal was when that individual only cared about today with no regard from the life experiences of history, and no regard in how that shaped the future. Rogers contextualized history that related history to one’s personal life. “Just as the further back you can go in your own experiences, the better when you have to solve a personal problem, so the further back humanity can go in its history, the greater the progress.” Rogers pointed out the realization for those African Americans who shunned history that their descendants were going to learn in public schools that “largely white imperialist history” was detrimental to their own lives. It is at this point that Rogers criticized Toynbee’s *A Study of History* originally published in 1934 to prove his point about the type of history that was projected on American Americans, hence he wrote:

In his “Study of History” (1939) sic [1934], he says that the black man has made no contribution to civilization. “When we classify mankind by color, the only one of the primary races…which has not made a creative contribution to civilization to any of our twenty-one civilizations is the Black Race” he says. He adds, “Within the first 6000 years the Black Race has not helped create any civilization.” Of course, this is absolutely false. But the belief has become so fixed that even a conscientious scholar as Toynbee, who is anti-racist to boot, accepted it without investigation. Why is this falsehood kept alive? To discourage black folk and make them content with what is handed them. In short, to keep them at a stage where their labor can be had as cheap as possible. How discouraging the above from Toynbee could be to a young Negro who didn’t have facts to offset it!

For Du Bois and Rogers, historians like Toynbee saw no historical worth in people of African descent in Africa or in the history of Western civilization. In fact, Du Bois put it best when he said, “The great difficulty is that most white men do not believe in the humanity and ability of the black race; they have not seen independent Negro countries with initiative; they do not believe them possible.”
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That type of pervasive modern thinking had to have had a serious influence in the writing of history coming from men in the British and American academy. Rogers and Du Bois were persuaded that Toynbee’s outlook about people of African descent needed to be answered immediately. Toynbee’s *The Study of History* become so popular in England and the United States during the 1930s and 40s that it landed him on the cover of *Time* magazine, March 17, 1947. Toynbee fame as a historian appeared on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean and many book reading Americans found Toynbee’s historical analysis about world history as gospel based on his British academic credentials, and the celebrity exposure he received by the American press. What is disconcerting is that if you were an African American and read the column in the *Times* about Toynbee, you would have come across in mass popular culture that Africa was not included in Toynbee’s twenty-six civilizations that he spoke about to the *Times* journalist who interviewed him.36

Furthermore, one would have learned that Toynbee shattered historical determinism and materialism by inserting “God” as the “active force in history.” Something, that Rogers and Du Bois would have vehemently disagreed with based on the fact if “God” is the driving force in history and allowed many of other “races” to build wonderful civilizations then why were Black African people from Africa south of the Sahara disregarded from history since “God” equally created them? Other questions that must be raised and what both Rogers and Du Bois thought about and wrote in their lives, and Toynbee is the following: What was it like during the early twentieth century for a person of African descent no matter what age, whether living in colonial British Africa, the United States, or British Caribbean to go school public schools taught by “Westernized” Black school teachers that honestly believed Africa was not on par with Europe or Asia concerning making a creative civilization of any kind? What was it like to hear constantly throughout one’s life that they should be glad that Europeans especially the British encroachment into Africa brought civilization to Black African people who were lost without their Westernized Christian “God” and education? Toynbee’s face on *Time* magazine and what he said for the “hundreds of thousands” to read made Africa and people of African descent non-entities, and thus, helped to reinforce the highest form of white supremacist deliberation within modern United States civilization. Toynbee’s academic celebrity-celebration must be contextualized in that context, and make one understand why Toynbee needed to be answered by Rogers, Du Bois, or any other erudite person of African descent. What is most disconcerting about Toynbee is that he actually did not believe the so-called ‘Black Race” was incapable of making a positive or creative contribution to civilization. He just did not see any historical positive contribution from the way he read and interpreted world history. In *A Study of History*, Toynbee postulated that:
If every primary race except one has made a creative contribution to at least one of the twenty-one civilizations which have emerged up to date, we must infer that the capacity for civilization is not a monopoly of any fraction or fractions of the human family, but is the universal birthright of Mankind; and there is no warrant for supposing that one particular fraction—the Black Race—has been born without this birthright and is con-genitally incapable of civilization just because it has failed to make one of these creative contributions so far.37

After making this statement, Toynbee a few pages later, cautioned against projecting a biological or genetic underpinning for the inability of the so-called “Black Race” in being inept throughout world history, writing:

If those who despair of the capacities of the Black Race were right in their thesis that a failure to make any creative contributions to the twenty-one civilizations during the first six thousand years of the existence of the species is proof of an inherent and incurable incapacity, then it would be impossible to explain how other races, which still have their savage and their barbarous representatives today, have also produced the creators of all the civilizations that have emerged hitherto.38

Although Rogers and Du Bois did not live to see the year 1967, it would have been very interesting to know what they would have said if they had read the publishers Thames and Hudson book entitled Cities of Destiny edited by Toynbee. Cities of Destiny surveyed cities throughout world history that included Athens, Alexandria, Venice, Florence, Rome, Cordoba, Tenochtitlan, Isfahan, New York, London and other marvelous places divided into three parts—The City-State; Capital Cities; and Megalopolis. In the introduction of this work, Toynbee mentioned ancient Egypt in the connection of Sumerian civilization. As Du Bois pointed out earlier in The World and Africa, the ancient Egypt that Toynbee explained in Cities of Destiny is not the one that is predicated on the notion that Black and Brown African skinned people that originated beyond Upper Egypt from the South of ancient (Nubian-Cushite) Ethiopia. The type of scholarly notion of the origin of ancient Egypt originated from Black and Brown skinned African people originating from ancient Ethiopians (Nubia region) would have been intellectual blasphemy to Toynbee and his ilk such as the famous British Historian Hugh Trevor-Roper (1914-2003). Trevor-Roper in a series of lectures given at the University of Sussex in October 1963 and televised by BBC television underpinned Toynbee’s notion of African people never making a contribution to civilization in the 1930s; and although Trevor-Roper became a life-long critic of Toynbee’s analysis of history, he made the following comments to British students:
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It is fashionable to speak today as if European history were devalued: as if historians, in the past, have paid too much attention to it; and as if, nowadays, we should pay less. Undergraduates, seduced, as always, by the changing breath of journalist fashion, demand that they should be taught the history of black Africa. Perhaps, in the future, there will be some African history to teach. But at present there is none, or very little: there is only the history of the Europeans in Africa. The rest is largely darkness, like the history of pre-European, pre-Columbian America. And darkness is not a subject for history.39

Based on Trevor-Ropers own analysis, he would have never accepted the historic scholarship of Rogers and Du Bois that was antithetical to the status-quo of Black-and Brown skinned African people being considered non-entities in ancient Nile Valley civilizations outside of that of being considered enslaved, because Black African people were considered to have had no engagement with scientific, agricultural, and technological ingenuity in the evolution of ancient world history. Still today in 2018, just like their professional antecedents during the turn of the twentieth century in the United States and Europe many professional academics trained in the fields of history, classics, archeology, and especially Egyptology do not accept or entertain as valid or plausible that Black-and Brown skinned Africans from the Upper Egypt or ancient Ethiopia (ancient Nubia-Cushite region) were progenitors of ancient Egypt. Such teaching or belief is totally dismissed as historical intellectual dishonesty that threaten the fabric of Western education in the United States and United Kingdom, and is considered teaching fabricated feel-good history to people of Black African descent. Many major leading scholars considered the idea of the foundation of ancient Egypt originating from Black Africans as heresy and intellectual blasphemy; and based on the modern academic scholarship published within the last thirty years, it is evident many status quo academics who are persuaded they are liberal and progressive will continue to seriously dissuade the notion of an ancient Egypt origin (derived from a Black African—ancestral descendant from ancient Cushite/Ethiopia origin).40

Throughout Cities of Destiny, not one major city from Africa south of the Sahara is mentioned in connection with great cities of ancient and modern civilizations, which begging the question. Did Toynbee throughout his life ever hear even on a cursory level about the West African civilizations of Ghana, Mali, and Songhay? Is it possible that such a preeminent British historian could have never heard of the Kingdom of Monomotapa in South Africa? Is it possible for Toynbee, a very well read historian of world history who also visited Africa south of the Sahara before he edited Cities of Destiny to still come away and not see any creative or positive contributions by African people south of the Sahara to the ancient or modern world? Not only did Toynbee visit the country of Nigeria, he wrote a book about his travels entitled Between Niger and Nile (1965). As late as 1966, the year Rogers passed away, Toynbee put forth the notion that African people south of the Sahara did not develop any creative civilization equivalent to “the Fertile Crescent in South West-Asia” particularly Mesopotamia (modern day Iraq) because the geography of Africa south of the Sahara was cut off by the Sahara, plateau and fen and forest that ran parallel to the Sahara.
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Because of this geographical barrier, Toynbee believed that Africa south of the Sahara did not have civilization intercourse between other civilized communities; and was the last region of the world to come into contact with civilization through the acceleration of Western technology that halted the 5,000 year hindrance. Or as he writes, “Except on the northern fringe between desert and forest, the peoples of Tropical Africa had been debarred by their physical environment from taking part in the stimulating intercourse of that had propagated civilization elsewhere after having first called it into existence in ‘Iraq.”

Is it possible that while in Nigeria, Toynbee never heard native Nigerians talk about the African civilization of Benin? The same civilization that British forces in 1896 led an expedition which resulted in the looting of priceless bronze art items and ivories that are currently displayed at the British Museum? It is hard to believe that Toynbee who warned other scholars about being prejudice against the “Black Race” untapped capacity in making creative and serious contributions to making a respectable civilization did not have some major biases throughout most of his life concerning “Black People” especially African people south of the Sahara in their intellect, artistic creativity, and scientific ingenuity! Clearly, unlike Rogers and Du Bois, Toynbee through his canonical Western bias framework from the 1930s through the early 1960s did not see the vestiges of ancient and modern civilization in people of African descent below the Sahara.

Another point to consider in Cities of Destiny is that Toynbee included the magnificence city of Cordoba in Spain. It would have been interesting to know publically what Toynbee would have thought about the Black or Brown skinned ex-enslaved African Muslim Zarik Ibn Ziyad who both Rogers and Du Bois mentioned in their respective scholarship leading some North (Black Africoid) African Muslim Moors into Spain in 711 A.D. In a letter to Rogers dated December 15, 1933, the renown female Turkish nationalist, novelist, and champion of women’s rights Halide Edib Adivar (1884-1964) wrote Rogers concerning race relations and the historic role of individuals of African descent in her country of Turkey. She informed Rogers that from what she knew, two of the greatest figures in the religion of Islam were Bilal, a faithful friend of Abū al-Qāsim Muhammad ibn Abdullah, founder of the religion of Islam; and Tarik-bin-Ziad, leader of the Islamic Moors army that raided and defeated the Visigoth army in Spain in 711. Regarding Tarik, Edib Adivar said, “He also was a slave and became a great general in Islam and was the conqueror of Spain as the commander of the Moorish Army which invaded Spain.” After informing Rogers that the Rock of Gibraltar was named after Jebel-u-Tarik (The Mount of Tarik), and that one the greatest Turkish classics was written about Tarik by the celebrated poet Abudul-Hak-Hamid. Edib wrote, “I do hope that some time the biographies of these great figures will be written in English.”
Edib Avdivar’s wish still has not come to fruition. In the year 2018, there is still no full length scholarly English biography about the heroic Tarik Ibn Ziyad. Which is inexcusable to say the least. The Moors as a whole were intermixed with predominate Black and Brown skinned African people (some resembling different varieties of African people in the Sahara and south of the Sahara), especially Berbers, and Arabs in Northern Africa. The marvelous civilization that the Muslim Moors created in Spain between the eighth and fourteenth century had a serious cultural and intellectual impact upon Medieval and Renaissance European civilization. Would Toynbee have conceded that Cordoba was the home of many unmixed Black and Brown skinned African Muslims? Would this not mean they help make a positive or creative contribution to evolution of civilization in Europe of all places? Lastly, Toynbee’s last piece of scholarship entitled *Mankind and Mother Earth: A Narrative History of the World* that he finished before passing away in 1975, was posthumously published in 1976. Once again, a work that surveys world history and is very inclusive of religions such as Islam and the ethnicities of people in Asia and Central America, but once again, missing from Toynbee’s narrative of having an impact on world history are civilizations from Africa south of the Sahara. What is most interesting about Toynbee’s *The Study of History* volumes and his neglect to include or elaborate about the importance of African civilizations in other works is that three years before he passed away, he finally wrote that he found African civilizations worth writing about. In the 1979 edition published by Oxford University & Thames and Hudson illustrated edition, Toynbee put forth, concerning the evolution of his research “In the year 1961, I was able to survey thirty-one: and I have now been able to add the African civilizations.”

Apparently Toynbee’s reading of Basil Davidson’s *The Africans: an entry to cultural history* (1969) and other progressive works modified Toynbee’s position about Africa south of the Sahara in creating civilizations independent of Europe or Western Asian influences. In 1987, Davidson put forth the notion that scholars working in the field of Egyptology were not interested in “Africanising” their work. Essentially they were not willing to consider that ancient Egypt was founded by Black and Brown skinned African people. Yet in reading Toynbee’s 1979 last illustrated edition of *The Study of History*, there is not any specific reference to any particular African civilization. Toynbee’s analysis is very vague in just mentioning geographical areas in Africa. This is very problematic to say the least, because Toynbee from 1934 to 1972 “hundreds of thousands” of people on both side of the Atlantic Ocean read or were aware of *The Study of History* or Toynbee’s *Time Magazine* interview. And in fact in 1956, the renowned anthropologist Ashley Montagu (1905-1999), who Rogers endorsed in the *Pittsburgh Courier* concerning Montagu’s *Man’s Most Dangerous Myth: The Fallacy of Race*, said that *The Study of History* was the most famous and widely discussed book of its era. “Toynbee is already, and will be for some time to come, a power in the world to reckon with.” Montagu, moreover, emphasized that seven thousand sets of the ten-volume work had been sold by 1955. According to Montagu, *The Study of History* had its widest appeal in the United States, this cannot be overlooked, and it became “inescapable” to the book reading public, outside of the academy.
In contextualizing the importance of Rogers and Du Bois scholarship, one should not be quick to be dismissive of Toynbee’s thought about Black people. Even though later lay and academic scholarship by Africans and Europeans challenged and corrected Toynbee’s scholarship, it cannot be denied that his thought was not isolated to the modern era. And interestingly, Rogers pointed out in *Sex & Race* and the *Pittsburgh Courier* that Toynbee was not prejudice against Black people, and that like Rogers, Toynbee also spoke out against European colonialism and Western hegemony against people of color. Nevertheless, even in Toynbee’s critique of Western domination in Africa, and by his own admission, he had surveyed new civilizations that included the “Black race” in Africa, however, he still penned in a way that may have one think that Africa had no civilization nor history. In the December 5, 1964, *Saturday Review* Toynbee declared: “Until as recently as the inter-war years 1919-1938. Africa seemed to be a continent that was having no history and that had no prospect of having any for a long time to come because it was an annex of Western Europe.” Even though Toynbee critiqued Western hegemony in Africa, he is a perfect example of many scholars in the academy yesterday and today who are not racist against Black people, but cannot imagine for one moment a Hannibal Barca of Carthage who is always depicted as European, as possibly being a person of mixed African descent. One would have to question this since Hannibal’s mother family and ethnic heritage is shrouded in mystery.\(^{46}\) In complaining against the representation of Hannibal in the modern era Rogers complained:

> Before the invention of the doctrine of white superiority, about 1600 A. D., Hannibal was known as a black man…On the other hand, there are several genuine coins of Hannibal which show him as an unmixed African. Babelon, noted authority of coins, says, “The Negro of the coins in question has a definite characteristic which leaves no doubt of the ethnographic intention of the engraver; he has rings in his ears; a flat nose, thick lips and hair arranged in rows of knobs…;\(^{47}\)

Rogers sided with Du Bois about ancient Egypt the same year *The World and Africa* appeared in 1947, when he criticized Toynbee. Du Bois postulated that illustrious civilization ancient Egypt was founded by Black and Brown skinned African people who buried their ancestors to face the geographical region they came from past Upper Egypt in their *Black ancestral home of Cush/Ethiopia*. Rogers explained that ancient and modern honest men such as: Herodotus, Aristotle, Constatin Francois Volney and others, described the physical characteristics of the ancient Egyptians as something that Toynbee and his ilk could never grasp.
In addition, these men and women not only were Black and Brown skinned African people, they influenced the thoughts of ancient Greek and Romans men who were at awe of an ancient Egyptian civilization that was in decline by the time they came into contact with an Egyptian civilization that was a remnant of its earlier civilization of splendor. Rogers asserted in the same vein of Du Bois, “Now Egyptian civilization is largely the mother of present white civilization.” In addition, he added, “In short I can without being dogmatic that Toynbee is 100 percent wrong about ‘Blacks’ contribution.” As far as Rogers was concerned, Toynbee’s mindset of Black people devoid of any civilization creativity instantly became part of what he had earlier contextualized and characterized as the American “Slaveholders Blackout;” the mendacious art of debasing people of African descent to justify the enslavement of them in the United States during modern era. In historicizing Toynbee within this tradition, Rogers declared “Using the Bible as their authority, they painted such an awful picture of Negro ancestry that even some of the Virginia aristocrats had a lively time side-stepping charges of being touched with the tar brush.” The “Slaveholders Blackout” became so pervasive during the colonial and revolutionary era and was validated by the actions, temperament, and slaveholding interest of American Presidents like Thomas Jefferson and George Washington.48 Hence, Rogers wrote:

With this as typical of the spirit of the time anything about the achievements of the Negro was simply out of the question. Indeed, any history that did not paint Africans as cannibals and savages who had been dragged out of Africa to save their souls would be almost downright atheism. Solemn-faced divines from Massachusetts to Georgia pounded the Bible at the command of the tobacco-growers to prove that the Negro “was descendent of Ham and this doomed to be a hewer of wood and drawer of water for the white race, forever”…In short, the black man was entirely cut off from his past and liberally dosed with white religion to make him a cross of something between a faithful dog and a grinning mule. The American slaveholder did not stop there. Like the average white southerner today he was an ardent propagandist abroad of his doctrines of white superiority…In short, the American slave holding interests made such a thorough black-out of everything favorable to the Negro in literature that now, centuries later, it functions as almost brand new.49

Rogers’ analysis concerning the falsification of African history connected to prominent men in high places in the United States government; distorted American Christian dogma taught in churches and enslaved African people on southern plantations; and the fabrication of the African written throughout American literature complemented Du Bois’ own analysis. Du Bois affirmed in The World and Africa that peoples of African descent in the Western Hemisphere especially in the evolution of the United States were separated into two types of individuals “Human Being & Negroes.”
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Du Bois looked at this as a Western civilization aberration and contradiction in the writing of history and human behavior in world history. The Western scientific and historical projection of an endemic African inferiority justified New World plantation slavery and later European colonization in Africa that paved the way for elite White Americans and Europeans to live in luxury. Opulence living tied to African degradation, humiliation, and the denial of Black African history encouraged leading academics authorities who had the last and final say about humanity to erase the memory of ancient Black and Brown skinned Egyptians and their southern ancestral Black skinned Ethiopians. All of sudden because of the latest cutting-edge discoveries in Egyptology in the Nile Valley, Egyptologist found that many the people unearth in the tombs were not Black anymore! Du Bois in his timeless analysis reasoned:

The attitude of scientists toward these questions has thus been colored almost entirely by their attitude toward modern Negro slavery. The Frenchman Volney called the civilization of the Nile valley Negro after his visit. But such a barrage of denial from later men met him that he withdrew his earlier conclusions, not because of further investigation, but because of scientific public opinion in the nineteenth century. Reisner unearthed a civilization of black folk in Ethiopia, but hastened to declare that they were not Negroes! Reisner was born in sight of Negro slavery in America and never forgot it.

Toynbee’s intellectual bias that reinforced and influenced white supremacist notions during the twentieth century is one of the reasons why Rogers and Du Bois’ scholarship should have been celebrated by African Americans and continental African people as an alternative to Toynbee’s pervasive anti-Black African scholarship. Rogers and Du Bois’ respective scholarship exonerated and humanized people of African descent throughout the African continent.

Rogers and Du Bois scholarship charted the lives of influential men and women who came out of Africa to influence events in world history at an intellectual, cultural, and high artistic level that most Americans, especially African Americans during the modern era never learned in public schools or vaguely knew about before they died. What is even more disturbing today in the beginning of the twenty-first century is that in major cities across America like Cincinnati; Portland; San Francisco; Detroit; Chicago; Denver; Seattle; New Orleans, etc., public schools and the increasing privatized charter schools are essentially bankrupt in what is historically taught about the history and contemporary experiences of people in Africa, Asia, and the Western Hemisphere. Rogers was no stranger to this type of phenomenon that was all so pervasive during the first part of the twentieth century. In the New York Amsterdam News, Rogers with justification, complained about an occurrence that left him essentially speechless concerning the teaching of history to African Americans students in Harlem. He wrote:
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Recently I spoke to the history class of one of our Harlem high schools where the attendance is all colored. It was the music room. On the walls were about twenty-five portraits of great musicians and singers. To my surprise—and it takes a lot to surprise me—I noted that all were white. Not a sign of Coolridge-Taylor, who ranks among the great composers of the century; nor of Brindis de Salas nor Bridgetower, immortal violinists. Among the singers, Paul Robeson, who draws a larger gathering of the London elite than any other artiste in England, today, was totally missing. So was Roland Hayes, the greatest living interpreter of the love songs of the great masters.52

Since 1865, each year, thousands upon thousands of African American high school students essentially learned nothing substantial about their heritage in America or linked to Africa which Du Bois warned about in Souls of Black Folks in 1903, “—a world which yields him no true self-consciousness, but only lets him see himself through the revelation of the other world.” Rogers understood this similar phenomenon growing up in Jamaica. In 1948, Rogers explained that Toynbee’s Study of History which had disparage Black people, had won the Carey-Thomas award. Rogers elucidated that through dangerous-skewed Christian teaching he listened to as a child in Jamaica, he was told as a prolegomenon to Toynbee’s view point that Black people never made any contribution to ancient or modern civilization nor were capable which meant they were destined to be servants to white people. “My greatest handicap was not color prejudice but the junk—racial, religious, political—that was fed to me when I couldn’t help myself. Later, I lost an immense amount of time tossing that rubbish out of my head.” Moreover, in reflecting about the harm a Toynbee type of education had on him and the struggle to shake it off later in life, Rogers boldly proclaimed and warned, “Parents who permit their children to be given such misinformation these days are little short of criminal, for, mistake it not the doctrine of Negro ‘inferiority’ is still triumphant in the American educational system. We find it even in the highest quarters.”53

In relation to these current problems, Du Bois and Rogers spoke about obtaining a fruitful education about African history, one can argue that if both Du Bois and Rogers were alive today, they would find reasons to still point to Africa and her progeny as a source of inspiration for many young people of African descent in the Western Hemisphere to study, research, and write about. In the opening lines of the forward of The World and Africa, Du Bois put forth the following statement:
Since the rise of the sugar empire and the resultant cotton kingdom, there has been consistent effort to rationalize Negro slavery by omitting Africa from world history, so that today it is almost universally assumed that history can be truly written without reference to Negroid peoples. I believe this to be scientifically unsound and also dangerous for logical social conclusions. Therefore I am seeking in this book to remind readers in this crisis of civilization, of how critical a part Africa has played in human history, past and present, and how impossible it is to forget this and rightly explain the present plight of mankind.54

Du Bois informed us that *The World and Africa* was not so much a history of people of African descent compared to making a valid statement of their “integral role in human history from prehistoric to modern times.” An integral African history that in the twentieth century was sadly dismissed, laughed at, or made to feel of shame of because of the Toynbee’s “colonial slave holding dogma” projected on peoples of African descent by many Western educators in Europe and the Americas. An indoctrination that Rogers labeled as a false narrative that even other men (even through their own condescending racism) through their writings and experiences throughout European, Islamic, and Latino history would make one question Toynbee’s validity.55 Thus, Rogers wrote:

I can cite at least a hundred white writers, ancient, mediaeval and modern who have made statements that flatly contradict Toynbee. To name a few: Herodotus, Aristotle, Strabo, Ammianus, Procopius, Al-Jahiz, Ali Ibn Abd Allah, Volney, Jacob Bryant, Godfrey Huggins, Rawlinson and Wilkinson, Gerald Massey, Frobenius, Schure, Fabre d’Olivet, E. Balfour, Henry M. Stanley, David Livingstone, Sir Harry Johnston, J. P. Widney, Felix Du Bois, Riva-Palacio, C.C. Marquez, Amos Dorsey, and so on. Is it possible that these scholars and many more are all wrong and Toynbee, alone is right?56

**Working Against the Lack of Interest in Africa and the Belief in the Ingenuity of People of African Descent**

As mentioned earlier Du Bois wrote in *The World and Africa*, Rogers labored to research without funds and difficulty, yet one has to ask the question for both men. What was it like at certain times in both men’s life to question or experience the frustration of indifference by African Americans or peoples of African descent to the writing of Africana history that came about because of a “Toynbee” type of Western indoctrination; and the materialistic distractions of American civilization that influenced many African Americans and others to be dismissive about the importance of learning Africana history.
Although Rogers knew many Black people throughout his lifetime who appreciated his research, he did at various times in African American newspapers write about Black people that irked him about their Western indoctrination, dismissive attitudes, and unbelief about Africana history and literature. For example, in 1943, while traveling throughout New York City, Rogers overheard a conversation between two young Black women concerning a recently published book that one of the women liked. To Rogers dismay, one of the young women who was a public school teacher had traveled extensively throughout Europe boasted that no book written by a Black person was worth reading. Furthermore, it would be four or five generations before a book written by a Black person would be worth reading. The other woman in response shockingly said, “Be that as it may, someone has to keep on trying.” In response to this Rogers replied in the *Pittsburgh Courier*:

The teacher who said that no Negro had ever written a worth-while book was evidently trained in one of those colleges where all knowledge, like our sugar, salt and flour, are whitened out until only a constipative, mind-clogging product remains. If not, she would have known that human history begins with “Negro” history. Negroes, as they’re known in the white world today, were writing great books when European were still cannibals and cavemen, as for instance Ptah-hotep, and Lokman. After listing more notable people of African descent that included the “Father of Russian Literature” Alexander Sergeyevich Pushkin (1799-1837), Rogers emphasized that the woman who was a public school teacher was not rare. “There are also Negro college professors, who because of their entirely white training, share pretty much the same view. As Dr. Carter G. Woodson, eminent historian, once wrote, ‘It took me about 30 years to get over my Harvard education.’” In 1934, Rogers before he wrote his major historical works in the 1940s questioned his life’s work in researching and writing published Africana history in relation to the attitudes of African American academics. “I have sometimes wondered why the Negro colleges and universities have ignored my researches all these years, at least I have had no encouragement or support from them…To get recognition one must belong, I suppose, or have a string of titles.” In addition to what Rogers complained about, Du Bois put forth thirteen years later the following concerning the general American and European historic and scientific attitude towards African history. “I still labor under the difficulty of the persistent lack of interest in Africa so long characteristic of modern history and sociology.” Lack of interest in Africa was not anything Du Bois had never experienced in the United States, Du Bois definitely understand what Rogers experienced concerning an African American woman putting forth that Black people may never writing anything worthwhile in comparison to white Americans or Europeans.
In a speech given in 1958, Du Bois remembered that this was a pervasive American civilization problem: no belief in the ability of Black people to produce excellent literature, and the lack of interested in Africa among many African Americans in the early twentieth century. In reflecting back about the history of the Pan African movement, Du Bois explained that African Americans internalized anti-Africa propaganda, did not understand African problems, knew few African people, and begrudged any movement of African Americans to go to Africa.59 He stated:

This contradicted the insistence in College and Church at that time that Africa had no history and this its inhabitants were the lowest barbarians. Thus the average American negro at the beginning of the century had a dim view of any connection with Africa. On the other hand, personally, I knew something of Africa. I had written in 1915 a book on the Negro in the home University of Liberia. The publishers at first hesitated about bringing it out since its conclusion were so at variance with all standard authorities. At the time-----(applause)----at the time, there was not in this nation a single University which gave a course of study on Africa.60

One cannot underestimate this African phenomenon in the early twentieth century and what historians like Toynbee wrote during most of the twentieth century. The two are not mutually exclusive concerning the image of Africa and African people in the United States and the writing of history. This is why the historical scholarship of Du Bois during the twentieth century was pioneering as it attempted to answer the viscous lies projected on Africa, especially different people in Africa south of the Sahara. Du Bois’ *The World and Africa* built upon his earlier seminal works *The Negro* (1915) and *Black Folk Then & Now* (1939), and became an “African Point of View” a historical classic that is to this day, still worth reading. Although, we have new sources and scholarship to draw upon concerning the writing of African history, Du Bois’ analysis in *The World and Africa* is timeless. Yet, Du Bois was not just satisfied with *The World and Africa* and in the way he left in 1947, the same year Toynbee appeared on the cover of *Time* magazine.

In 1955, Du Bois was working towards revising *The World and Africa* and gave it a new title *This Africa and How It Arose, Whither It Goes*. The unpublished manuscript was not completed, but Du Bois was still working on it in 1961 while living in Ghana at the age of ninety-three. In looking back at Du Bois and Rogers’ scholarship, the former Howard University Africanist historian William Leo Hansberry (1894-1965) put it best in summing up the contribution that Du Bois made in the context of working side by side with the unfairly unacknowledged work of Rogers.61
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Although Du Bois’ achievements in the latter respect may have their limitations, they were, nevertheless in terms of the African story as a whole, the most inclusive and influential publications of the kind that had found their way into print up to the time they appeared—they are indeed still—along the tireless, if yet widely unappreciated labors of Joel A. Rogers—exceptionally useful guideposts to, and compendiums of, much little known knowledge about Black Africa’s past. Had William Edward Burghardt Du Bois been free, or inclined, to limit his efforts to prying out and piecing together the surviving remnants of the torn and tattered annals detailing the story of Ageless Africa’s pristine past, he might well have turned out to be an African Homer and Herodotus rolled into one; for he was by temperament and talent not only a potentially epic poet but a pre-eminent historian as well.62

Notes

1. J. A. Rogers, “Rogers Says: Research Disproves Theory That Blacks Contributed Little” (Pittsburgh Courier, January 12, 1952)


3. Undated picture of J. A. Rogers courtesy of Thabiti Asukile. The author of this essay is indebted to Philadelphia Scholar-Activist Anthony Monteiro and African American historian Sterling Stuckey for influencing his notions and enquiry over the last twenty years about the importance of Du Bois’ lifetime historical work concerning the writing of Africana/World history. The author would also like to thank the scholar Itibari M. Zulu for his scholarly insights concerning framing this essay and future writings.

“Africana Biography,” “race-mixing,” and “miscegenation” which was not in vogue between 1920s and 1950s. On the other hand, it is amazing today how many young Americans especially African American youth have never heard of Rogers although he dedicated his Africana biographical scholarship as an inspiration mainly to youth of African descent throughout the world. See, *World’s Greatest Men of African Descent* (1931); *World’s Greatest Men and Women of African Descent* (1935); *Sex and Race*, Volumes I, II, and III (1940, 1942, 1944); *World’s Great Men of Color: 3000 B.C. to 1946 A.D.*, Volumes I & II (1946, 1947); *Nature Knows No Color Line* (1952); and *Africa’s Gift to America* (1958).

5. I use the terminologies “Africana” and “Africana history” which I have appropriated from the influential scholarship of James E. Turner’s explanation of Africana Studies in 1984 as a legitimate field in the American academy. In agreement with Turner, I believe that the writing of Africana history should be committed to the interpretation and revelation of the total Africana phenomenon of the historic black and brown-skinned (that cover a variety of colors within the black and brown skinned-continental African experience) evolving from antiquity in the Nile Valley in Egypt and the sub-Saharan historically extending down through the modern era in sub-Saharan Africa and the African Diaspora (wherever peoples of African descent reside in the world). Turner explained that Rogers was part of rich intellectual heritage concerning the evolution and contribution to Africana Studies. See, James E. Turner, “Africana Studies and Epistemology: A Discourse in the Sociology of Knowledge” in *Discourse on Africana Studies James Turner and Paradigms of Knowledge*. Editor. Scot Brown (Diasporic Africa Press: New York, 2016), 167-184. Also see, Johnathan Fenderson “Introduction: Black Intellectual Insurgency—James Turner And The Discipline of Africana Studies” in *Discourse on Africana Studies James Turner and Paradigms of Knowledge*, 94-110.

The designate “Africana” was also used by the Aframerican historians Carter G. Woodson and W. E. B. Du Bois in the first part of the Twentieth Century in their pursuit of putting together an Africana Encyclopedia. Du Bois in 1909 and Woodson who started his scholarly project in 1921. Both men were never able to complete these ambitious arduous projects but nonetheless they saw the historic phenomenon and contemporary experiences of Black-Brown people of African descent through the rubric of an Africana titled historic paradigm. See, letter from W. E. B. Du Bois to George Washington Ellis [fragment], March 9, 1909 (W. E. B. Du Bois Papers (MS 312) Special Collections and University Archives, University of Massachusetts Amherst Libraries). Notes on Encyclopedia Africana letterhead, 1909 (W. E. B. Du Bois Papers (MS 312) Special Collections and University Archives, University of Massachusetts Amherst Libraries). Circular letter from Carter G. Woodson to the promoters of the Negro Encyclopedia, October 22, 1932 (W. E. B. Du Bois Papers (MS 312) Special Collections and University Archives, University of Massachusetts Amherst Libraries).
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9. The access for many African American scholars to institutional funding in today’s era is something that needs to be addressed further in order really appreciate what Rogers’ accomplished while conducting archival research by himself in the United States, Northern Africa, and Europe between the 1920s and late 1950s. Today, in academia, you have some American scholars (no matter what their ethnic background) who will not think about conducting any type of archival research unless they are funded with prestigious fellowships or grants by their respective universities or awarded some type of prestigious fellowship from an outside American institution dedicated to higher learning. Some scholars would rightfully complain if they do not get any type of funding that they would not be able to do the type of research necessary to write that next scholarly book or articles needed for advancement in academia. This is what made Rogers’ domestic and international research even more remarkable.

10. J. A. Rogers, “Rogers Says: The Tragedy of Negro History Is That White Writers Ignore the Fact” (Pittsburgh Courier, December 2, 1950). Swedish born Gunnar Myrdal (1898-1987) economist and sociologist was considered one of the leading scholars of his era. Myrdal’s two volume An American Dilemma: The Negro Problem and Modern Democracy, received critical acclaim by many American academics. According to the New York Times: ‘Myrdal once said, ‘not a study of the Negroes but of the American society from the viewpoint of the most disadvantaged group.’ The predicament, he wrote, was the conflict between the ideals that white Americans proclaimed and their betrayal in daily life. He held that this was particularly true in the South, where, he argued, discrimination was due less to bias than to a failure of the courts and the police to enforce the Constitution.” In 1974, Myrdal co-received along with Austrian-British economist Friedrich August von Hayek (1899-1992) a Nobel Peace Prize in Economic Theory And International Disciplinary. See, “Gunnar Myrdal, Analyst Of Race Crisis, Dies” (New York Times, May 18, 1987).

11. The late anthropologist St. Clair Drake (1911-1990) believed that Rogers’ research complemented the scholarship of the prominent African historian Carter G. Woodson (1875-1950) and Du Bois. Drake believed Rogers through solid scholarship along with considerable speculation based on Anthropological photograph research put together an interesting and informative view of race-relation from antiquity to the modern era. Drake also believed that Rogers’ scholarship provided valuable information for students and most important provided leads for further research which amazingly today many scholars have not followed up on. See, St. Clair Drake, Black Folk Here And There: An Essay in History & Anthropology, Volume I (Los Angeles: Center for Afro-American Studies, University of California, Los Angeles) 98-99.

12. J. A. Rogers, “Rogers Says: Negroes As Well As Nordics Just Won’t Believe The Truth” (Pittsburgh Courier, February 8, 1941).
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23. Unknown Columnist, “Du Bois Considered ‘Dangerous’ by England” (*The New York Amsterdam News*, August 19, 1925). “According to Rogers he was trailed from New York to Plymouth by a detective who continued on the S.S. Washington to France. This alleged Secret Service man, he says made friends with him the second day out and brought up the subject Communism several days later.”


26. J. A. Rogers, “Rogers Says: W. E. B. Du Bois Is Being Persecuted for His ‘Sins’ Dating Back to 1896” (*Pittsburgh Courier*, March 17, 1951). Although Rogers admired Du Bois’ life achievement he did not endorse African Americans embracing Russia as place to go as an alternative to leaving the United States: “Personally, I think he’s mistaken. Russia has no color prejudice, it is true. But Russia is not alone in this respect. There’s France. Even the English in England are far ahead of America in this, so we cannot accept Russia for its lack of color prejudice, alone. It is a dictatorship and those of us who believe in speaking freely, right or wrong, have no chance under it than under fascism.” In direct contrast to his view about Russia Communism Rogers admired the USA Communist Party. “At the same time, I’m very grateful to the American Communists for the fight they have waged on behalf of Negroes, whatever was that motive.”
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